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Spanish voluntarios ruled the streets of Havana. Cuba's key political actors,
moreover, preferred the conspiratorial and armed struggle avenues over the
lobbying and parliamentarian options favored by their Puerto Rican counter
parts. Cubans, with few exceptions, rejected Madrid as a center of political
activity, embracing instead exile destinations in Key West, New York,
Tampa, and New Orleans.
Not surprisingly, as Schmidt-Nowara demonstrates, Puerto Rico's
abolitionists were more active, and they successfully integrated Spanish
abolitionist politics. Puerto Rico's colonial elite was also more inclined to
celebrate the cultural and racial bonds uniting it with Spain, while its Cuban
counterpart developed a rabid anti-Spanish discourse.
Despite some of the shortcomings outlined above, Schmidt
Nowara's book is an important contribution to the body of literature on
abolitionism and Spanish imperial politics. It is a thoroughly researched study
that moves beyond the "us-against-them" model that has characterized much
of the earlier scholarship, forcing scholars to recognize a more complex
Spain, whose various economic and social actors clashed to produce contra
dictory and seemingly bizarre colonial policies. The preservation of slavery
may have been vital to some of Spain's economic sectors, but others suffered
its economic and political ramifications. Likewise, Antilleans were divided
over the abolition of slavery. While the region's most socially radical voices
pushed for its immediate abolition, others feared the social consequences of
such a move.
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